Selective rotation of egocentric spatial representation following right putaminal hemorrhage.
Although the role of frontoparietal cortex in spatial egocentric processing is well established, recent animal-lesion and human functional imaging studies have suggested that the neostriatum may also be a critical modulator in the processing of body-centred spatial orientation. We describe here a patient with right putamen-centred hemorrhage who exhibited a consistent counterclockwise rotation of approximately 90 degrees when drawing and writing from memory. A more detailed assessment with a series of representational clock tests demonstrated that the rotation was present only in tasks requiring the use of egocentric cues. In the absence of external cues the patient would adopt and maintain a stable but incorrectly-oriented egocentric representation of the imagined or recollected object. By contrast, performance could be rectified by presentation of correctly-oriented stimuli. These findings suggest that the putamen is part of a circuit underlying egocentric, as opposed to allocentric, representation of space in humans.